How to measure the value of Information Technology

Have IT projects ever gone over budget and failed to meet expectations? Would you like to be able to measure and evaluate IT performance in your organization and know if it is delivering true business value? This article provides a method for assessing IT’s value to your company.
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Bridging the Divide between Business and Technology
How to measure the value of Information Technology
Using the VIE IT value calculator

You know that Information Technology (IT) is essential for your business success. You know that you are spending a lot of money on IT. But do you know if you are truly getting value from your IT investments? Is it difficult to articulate IT's value in your organization? Have IT projects ever gone over budget and failed to meet expectations? Do you have this nagging feeling that something is wrong with IT in your organization but you cannot quite put your finger on it? Would you like to be able to measure and evaluate IT performance in your organization and know if it is delivering true business value?

There is no doubt that IT is complex and that IT people seem to speak a different language. However, there is no reason why you should not be able to understand and articulate IT's value in your organization. In this article you will learn about the role of IT in your organization and how you can use the IT Value Calculator to figure out how well IT is performing in your organization.

Why do I need IT? What can I do with it?
Most people would agree that Information and Information Technology are critical to business success. Why is it that many businesses find it hard to manage their IT people and systems? The answer lies partly in the fact that compared to other disciplines, IT is a relative newcomer in the executive suite. IT as a discipline is only about 40 years old. Also most business executives in small and mid-size companies are simply not aware of guidelines for managing their IT assets. This results in poor utilization of IT and thus a poor return from IT assets.

Technology can play many roles but generally speaking how it is used falls into one of these four key categories:

1. IT Infrastructure - Storage and Transmission of raw bits and bytes. Devices for human interfaces with information. One of the most basic roles of IT is to store raw data or information about the business and to make it available on devices such as PCs and mobile devices in a format suitable for interaction and consumption. Without IT infrastructure you cannot have information.

2. Collaboration and Co-ordination between people - With the implementation of appropriate tools in any organization, IT allows people to communicate efficiently with colleagues over
large distances and collaborate on and co-ordinate projects in support of their work. The lack of good collaboration tools will result in much slower team communication, delays on projects and the potential for knowledge walking out of the door when employees leave.

3. **Business transaction automation** - IT systems automate many of the key business processes in an organization. Examples include sales order processing, manufacturing automation and customer service automation. Without quality business transaction automation systems, the speed of critical business processes such as order processing and collections will be much slower therefore directly impacting the bottom line.

4. **Decision making** - Using the vast stores of information available from transactions in automated business processes, status information on business metrics is extracted to understand current state of the business. Key decisions for future business strategies can be made. Not having good decision making tools is like flying a plane with only one or two gauges instead of the ten to fifteen normally available. You are essentially flying blind without the ability to react to changes in the market or business conditions. You could crash easily!

**What am I getting out of IT in my business?**

Since Information Technology is a relatively young discipline, many people in the executive suite struggle with understanding how to utilize IT for business success and especially how to measure the value of IT for their company. Sometimes technology seems to have a mind of its own. Sometimes it is difficult to deal with IT people who only seem to be interested in the latest tech gadget or toy but not in helping business leaders with their technology problems. Many times, IT projects do not go well and it is not clear why costs keep increasing and timelines keep getting extended with no end in sight. These factors can help develop a mistrust of technology in any organization and a gap is created between business and technology.

IT Business value is relative. It can be tangible value. It can be perceived value by customers of IT services. It can be business value perceived by executives. It can be some combination of all of these. It seems like a daunting task to create a trustworthy IT scorecard.

*Definition - The business value of IT is the significant benefit provided to the business in its language of measurement.*

But how to measure this complex entity? You need a tool to do this. Based on our practice experience, there are three approaches to measuring the value of IT:

1. **Simple** - Using the VIE IT calculator

2. **Medium complexity** - Using the balanced scorecard approach (based on the business balanced scorecard first introduced by Norton and Kaplan in 1992) to develop IT metrics

3. **High complexity** - Using a detailed approach to map out IT processes, goals and metrics and formally aligning IT metrics to business metrics
Approaches #2 and #3 above are more thorough and detailed and will be the subject of future articles in this series. In this article we describe the use of a straightforward tool - The VIE IT value calculator.

Using the VIE IT value calculator
The VIE IT value calculator is a very simple and intuitive approach that any executive team can use to understand where the company stands on its utilization of IT. Almost all business functions use IT to some degree. Therefore all functional business executives should have a view of how well IT is serving their needs as well the overall business needs. The IT Value Calculator uses a very intuitive survey approach to ask 10 questions of the executive team and aggregates results to get an aggregated composite rating of value from IT.

Please see the IT Value Calculator reproduced below. The dimensions of the IT value calculator include many different elements of the types of value that IT should deliver in any organization. Though this tool can be further customized for any business, the basic elements of IT value included in the tool are:

1. Marketing value - a measure of how IT enables marketing efforts in the organization including the company web site, use of social media, tools used for brand development and marketing spend analytics tools.

2. Customer sales value - a measure of how IT enables automation of the customer experience with purchasing company products and services. IT also includes fulfillment automation systems.

3. Customer service value - a measure of how IT enables customers to look for answers to their questions and problems in using company products and services.

4. Product/Service value - a measure of how well technology is assisting or enabling the design of existing and new innovative products and services for the company.

5. Decision making value - a measure of how well technology provides analytics information for making good business decisions.

6. Employee collaboration value - a measure of how well technology is being used for employees to collaborate in their daily work processes.

7. Business Process Automation - a measure of how well IT systems are handing the automation of key business processes such as financial, HR, sales, operations and others.

8. PCs and mobile devices - a measure of how well IT client devices perform and allow users to do their jobs efficiently and easily.

9. IT projects - a measure of how well IT projects are being executed to add new IT value in the company.
10 Overall end user satisfaction - a measure of the overall satisfaction of end users with IT services.

The IT value calculator is a survey tool taken by the executive suite. Each of the dimensions is rated on a scale of 1-10. The tool provides suitable and intuitive language for what a 1 or 5 or 10 rating would feel like. Once rating data is gathered and aggregated across executives, the results provide key insight into the value of IT.

A composite rating between 1 - 4 indicates that your organization is not leveraging IT well. A rating between 4 - 6 indicates average value from IT. A rating between 7 - 10 indicates that you are in the top 30% of IT savvy firms who take advantage of IT to win in the marketplace.

---

**IT Value Calculator**

The four absolutes about IT are that it is pervasive, essential, expensive and hard to do right. You can use the survey below to assess the maturity of IT in your company as well as the value it is currently providing in your business. Is your organization getting real value from your technology investments. Take the 10 point survey below to determine how much value you are truly getting.

**Scale ------->**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Value</td>
<td>We don't have much of an online presence.</td>
<td>We have recently improved our website with much better content for our prospective customers.</td>
<td>Our technology is great in expanding our online marketing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Value - Products</td>
<td>We don't use technology to solve our customers' problems.</td>
<td>A large percent of our customers use our technology to learn about our products and services.</td>
<td>Our technology is critical to our ability to interact with our customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Value - Customer Service</td>
<td>We still use traditional mechanisms for our customer service processes.</td>
<td>We do have an online mechanism for customers to log in and our customer inquiries and complaints.</td>
<td>Our technology supports our customer service really well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product/Service Value</td>
<td>Technology does not play much of a role in the design and delivery of our products.</td>
<td>We are just beginning to explore technology solutions to design our products.</td>
<td>We could not deliver our products and services without our technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision making value</td>
<td>We get little help from our technology in making business decisions.</td>
<td>We get some good information from our systems.</td>
<td>Our systems provide great information for decision making at all levels of the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling Employees - Collaboration Tools</td>
<td>Our e-mail is not reliable.</td>
<td>Our e-mail works well.</td>
<td>We have great, well-integrated collaboration and social networking systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Process Automation</td>
<td>Our systems are outdated, difficult to use and generally get in the way of doing our work.</td>
<td>Our systems are OK.</td>
<td>Our systems are state of the art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCs and mobile devices</td>
<td>Our PCs are outdated, slow and get in the way of our jobs.</td>
<td>Our PCs work OK, but they are pretty old.</td>
<td>Our PCs were recently upgraded and handheld devices went great.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT projects</td>
<td>Most technology projects are behind schedule and over budget.</td>
<td>We have a process for managing projects but it is running on the budget too.</td>
<td>We process for creating and managing business technology projects is world-class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End User Satisfaction</td>
<td>Our end users seem to have issues with their IT services.</td>
<td>Our users are generally happy with their IT services.</td>
<td>Our users are quite happy with their technology solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Score Interpretation</td>
<td>1-3: Your organization is not leveraging IT to win in the marketplace. Much improvement is possible.</td>
<td>4-6: Your organization is average in its ability to leverage IT. Improvements can be made.</td>
<td>7-10: Your organization is in the top 3% of IT savvy firms who take advantage of IT to win in the marketplace.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Build Your Business" is a CEO eNewsletter published by Synergy Consulting Group © 2011) which is collaborating with a dozen experienced consultants to bring you valuable how-to advice. If you are looking to dramatically grow your company, become a subscriber: Go to www.synergy-usa.com/eNews.html to find out more about contributing consultants.
Sample Use of the VIE IT value calculator

Paccess Global is a logistics services company based in Portland. The chart below\(^1\) shows the results of their use of a variation of the IT value tool.

---

\(^1\) Permission to publish this information has been formally obtained from Paccess LLC.
The Paccess IT value average rating of 6.51 indicates good value from Paccess IT.

As a benefit of using this tool, we found that Paccess executives perceived that the decision making value of IT was average. This information confirmed the CIO's gut feeling that the executives did not have access to good reports and decision making information.

As a result of the confirmation from the survey, the Paccess CIO was able to "find" money for implementing an ad-hoc reporting/analytics tool for the executives. Paccess has operations in several countries including China, Vietnam and Thailand. Now that the executives have access to the new ad-hoc decision making tool, they are able to able to get information more quickly and easily to model business volumes and profitability from operations in these countries and shift and plan resources appropriately. As an example, due to the high probability of inflation in China, executives are able to plan for operations work to be shifted to Thailand where labor costs are predicted to not rise as quickly. Clearly, the use of the IT value calculator led to this bottom line business benefit for Paccess.

As another example of the power of the IT value calculator, a VIE client used the tool and found that IT projects were not delivering expected business value. In particular, the cost of a major IT systems project had ballooned from $1.8M to $2.8M. After further analysis, key reasons included lack of executive involvement and focus as well lack of an experienced business oriented project manager. The corrective action was to hire a seasoned project manager to work on the project. Within about six months, the external more experienced project manager was able to negotiate with IT vendors and bring costs back to about $2.0M. The client realized net savings of $600K as a result of taking this action. Using the IT value calculator had a direct and demonstrable impact on IT project performance!
So what can I do now? to understand how well IT is serving my needs?

Here is a series of steps you can take right now to help you understand the value of IT in your organization. And where improvements are possible.

1. Using the IT value calculator as shown in this article, construct a survey tool for your business. You can also access a copy of the tool here: http://www.viellc.com/page.php?RecordID=5

2. You can either use the tool as is or you can modify it appropriately for your business.

3. Have your company’s business executives take the survey. Tabulate the results.

4. Analyze the results to get insight into where IT is not delivering adequate value and where improvements are needed.

5. Take action to make improvements in these areas. Typically issues fall into one of people, process, or technology issues. Your issues may include any mix of the wrong people in IT, weak IT operational processes or inadequate technology systems.

If you don't know how, or don't have the time to do this, hire an expert to do this. Addressing issues they may uncover has the potential to pay many times over for the cost of hiring someone to do this.

Finally, If you have serious feelings that something is wrong with IT in your company but cannot put your finger on the issue, or if there is a set of apparent complex inter-related IT issues, consider performing an IT assessment. VIE offers an IT SnapShot™ that will follow the basic methodology of the IT value calculator to perform a detailed assessment of your company’s IT capability in support of your business goals and strategies. The IT SnapShot™ will clearly show what is working well and what areas need to fixed in IT. Remember, IT is essential and expensive but it does not have to be hard to do right. If you can learn how to be technology savvy, you too can learn how to measure and get the maximum possible value from your IT investments!
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VIE is a group of business and IT executives who specialize in IT assessments and in leading IT organizations. We are a five year old company with over sixty satisfied clients. VIE clients range from education, non-profit, healthcare and charitable organizations to financial services companies to large multi-national manufacturing and logistics companies. Clients have had needs ranging from assessments, software selection, IT strategy development, and interim CIO services, to IT investment strategy. All our consultants have been operational executives with over twenty years of practical business and IT experience. Our differentiating feature is that all VIE consultants have been operational executives with responsibility for running day to day IT and business operations for organizations all while leading multi-million dollar IT projects. VIE consultants are experienced in a variety of services including IT Assessment, Project Management, IT Strategy planning, Application Software Selection and Implementation, and IT Governance.

Our primary goal is to build trusted relationships with our clients. By having no contractual agreements with any product or service vendors but being knowledgeable about many top providers, we are able to bring a very “what is best for the client” approach to our clients. This neutral approach is one level of assurance that we will always wear your hat.

We work with CEOs and other business executives who supervise the IT function to assess the state of technology in their organization and increase technology savvy substantially. Doing this enables them to integrate business and technology to gain the maximum possible advantage.

We work with CIOs to assist them with key initiatives that require senior level expertise. We mentor IT Directors and IT Managers to improve their performance and their leadership and communication skills.

Services include:

- IT SnapShot™ Assessments
- Interim and part-time CIO Services
- IT Strategic Planning
- IT Governance implementation
- Enterprise Software Selection and Implementation Services
- IT Due Diligence for mergers and acquisitions

For more information about how VIE can help you, please visit www.viellc.com. Or call 503-828-1248.
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